Wireless Remote for Seeburg SCD Jukeboxes
Takes only seconds to install and allows you
to enjoy the easy convenience plus the
additional features of your jukebox.
VOLUME UP, VOLUME DOWN and REJECT
are the only functions available with pushbuttons, but with this remote control, you can
have these functions plus BACKGROUND
play.
The remote control module has an LED that
blinks whenever the remote sensor is
receiving infrared commands.
The remote control sensor module, measuring
only 2.13” x 1.38” x .58”, has an 8ft (2.4m)
connector cable and is small enough to be
placed just about anywhere.

Jukebox Connection
The SBG-RC connects to any Seeburg SCD jukebox
that has the 6-pin remote control connector.
It’s located on the left side, near the Phono Control
Assembly.
On Seeburg SCD jukeboxes, the Background music
feature only works with wireless or wired remotes.
For the SCD-1
Switch C4 on enables BGM
Switch C5 off = all discs, on = discs 51-60
For the SCD-1A
Set switch D4 on to set …
BGM Group and Play Stimulator Time.
Set switch D4 off for normal play.
!! IMPORTANT !!
Make sure connectors are firmly attached
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Remote Control Buttons
Remote control colors may vary,
typical color is black with red buttons.

REJECT
Cancels the current play.

V+
Increases the volume level.

BACKGROUND
Plays background music
(set jukebox switches to enable)

VDecreases the volume level.

Remote Control Set Up
1. Press and Hold the Power and Mute buttons simultaneously until the red LED remains on.
2. Release the buttons.
3. Enter the setup code, press V– CH+ CH+ then press MUTE.

